INSTRUCTIONS
You should be bery proud of yourself. You’ve just chosen the world’s most sophisticated video game system.

"CREATIVISION" home entertainment & personal computing system.

As a result of the years of research and development put into your "CREATIVISION" home entertainment & personal computing system, you can enjoy better resolution on the screen, more lifelike simulation, and faster, more accurate response.

Along with being a better system now, CREATIVISION is specially engineered to be a better system far into the future. It has more potential to give you entertainment tomorrow than any other system you can buy.

For example, right now, there are not only a wide range of game cartridges available, and its not only different games, but different types of games something which most other systems do not offer.

Furthermore, there are also CREATIVISION cartridges that will allow you to use this unit as a home computer for you to write your own program and in many other formats which are simply impossible for other ordinary systems.

You have only taken the first step in a long journey that will give you years and years of dramatic home entertainment and exciting computer applications.

**Congratulations**!
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OPEN THE GIFT BOX AND YOU WILL FIND THESE PARTS:

MAIN UNIT WITH 2 HAND CONTROLS

CARTRIDGE WITH HAND CONTROLS OVERLAYS AND INSTRUCTIONS

INSTRUCTIONS

AC POWER ADAPTOR

AERIAL SWITCH BOX
AERIAL SWITCH BOX

The Aerial Switch Box provides you with a convenient means in using your television set for either normal TV programmes or for games.

- Remove the co-axial aerial cable from your television set and connect it to the Switch Box.
- Connect the co-axial cable from the switch box to the aerial socket of your television set.
- Connect the co-axial cable from the Main Unit to the Switch Box.

Once the installation is done, you can push the switch to make your choice.

STEPS TO SET UP FOR A GAME

1. Make sure that the Main Unit Power Switch is off.
2. Connect the AC adaptor power plug to the Main Unit power socket.
3. Plug the wall plug of the AC Adaptor into a normal wall AC outlet.
4. Push the switch on the Switch Box to Game.
5. Insert the game cartridge into the Main unit slot.

6. Insert the particular game overlays into the hand controls.
7. Turn on the television set and select the channel button on your TV you have chosen for games. The channel that you choose for games is usually the spare one that you do not use for regular TV programmes.
8. Push Main Unit Power Switch to ON. If you are setting for the very first time, now tune the channel to receive Creativision games.
   Note: If your TV set has an AFT (automatic Fine Tuning) button, make sure the switch is off when tuning.
9. All of the cartridges include a demonstration program which will run when the Main Unit power switch is just turned on, and will continue to play until the Main Unit Reset button is pressed.
10. Now follow the user manual for the particular Game cartridge you are using.

RESET

If the Main Unit Reset button is pressed the system will terminate an unfinished game and will go to the very beginning of a game.

SOUND CONTROL

When playing the games you will hear sound effects over the loudspeaker on your T.V. If the game sounds are not clear then it may be necessary to adjust the "SOUND CONTROL" which is located on the underside of the Main Unit. Adjust carefully with a small screw-driver DO NOT USE FORCE TO TURN THIS CONTROL.

THE HAND CONTROLS

The Main Unit includes 2 Hand Controls which are attached to it by coiled cables.

The main functions of the hand-controls are:
• to allow you to control games and
• they consist of 48 ASCII keys which enable you to write programmes with the system when upgraded to a personal computer.
The structures of the hand-controls:

- Each side of the Hand controller has a Push key which has a particular function shown by an OVERLAY of a game.
- Control joystick is unmarked, but it controls 16 discrete directions. Up on the joystick (away from the keypad) is Up on the television screen; Down on the joystick (toward the keypad) is Down on the television screen, the remaining 14 other direction points are equally spaced between these two.

To move an object on the screen push the joystick in the direction in which you want motion to take place. To stop motion, stop pushing the joystick.

- Each Hand Control has 24 keys on its keypad. Each key is marked with a different character.

The function of these keys is determined by an OVERLAY of each particular game. With each game cartridge there are 2 OVERLAYS; one for each Hand Control. The overlay can be pushed into a slot as shown in the diagram so as to fit exactly over the keys. You must make sure that the overlay is all the way in the slot so that you can press the right key under the overlay to get the action you want.

**PRECAUTIONS**

1. Keep the Main Unit, Hand Controls and game cartridges away from liquids.
2. Avoid exposing the game cartridges, the Main Unit or Hand Controls to excessive heat. Please keep them in good ventilation conditions.
3. Switch off power when not in use.
4. Do not drop the Main Unit, Hand Controls or game cartridges. Handle them with care.
5. Insert game cartridges into the Main Unit slot slowly and make sure power is turned off when inserting or removing game cartridges from the Main Unit.
6. Do not stick fingers in the open end of the cartridges. The static electricity from your fingers may in some cases damage sensitive electronic components in the cartridges.
7. Remove game cartridges from the Main Unit when not in use.

SWITCH YOUR TELEVISION SET BACK TO NORMAL USE

1. Turn off power.
2. Push switch on the Aerial Switch Box to TV antenna.
3. Your television set is now ready for normal use.

SUMMARY OF SET UP PROCEDURES

1. Push the game cartridge into the Main Unit slot properly.
2. The AC adaptor is properly plugged into wall socket and the other end to the Main Unit.
3. Aerial Switch Box is set at Game.
4. All co-axial cable are properly plugged in.
5. The power switch of the Main Unit and your TV set are on.
6. Tune to the right channel.